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Partnership,
puppies & prizes

Easter signifies rebirth, fresh beginnings and let‟s face it tonnes of chocolate (not to mention numerous pics
of cute bunnies and baby chicks!) Luckily, for our Reading Rep readers, we have a whole feature in this
issue dedicated to our furry friends in aid of our Puppy Days event that took place on 21 st March. These days
are organised primarily to help students relax away from the stress of exams. If you‟re feeling the pressure of
deadlines, why not take five minutes out from your busy schedule and turn to p16, where Emily Bartholomew
investigates why we find connection with the puppy kind so calming – we promise you won‟t regret it!
It‟s also about time we gave you the low down on what our Education Officer, Ed has been up to in recent
weeks, particularly all his wins in the Spring term. Flick to p7 where he gets some space to tell you about
how far he‟s got with his manifesto pledges. Important dates for the diary include the upcoming summer
campaign RUSU Says relax period which starts on 16 th April with an eclectic array of events happening
across campus this term till 4th June– find out more on p11.
And since we‟re all about teaching and learning at The Reading Rep, we can‟t forget to mention the
upcoming RUSU Partnership Teaching and Learning Showcase happening on 24 th April. Taking inspiration
from some of the dedicated lecturers and student Reps who were nominated in this year‟s Excellence
Awards, we focus on the theme of „partnership‟ in our feature on p11, where students‟ nominations reflect a
shining example of this theme. Happy reading!
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We‟ve gathered feedback from you to find out
Your Say. Write in and let us know about your
news and views and be our next STAR letter.
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RUSU‟s Annual Academic Rep Impact Survey is live
again but this time we‟re giving you a chance to win a
River Thames cruise for two on p5.

Education Officer Ed gives an update on all things
Educationy. He keeps you in the loop on his manifesto
pledges; Study Space, ECFs and much more…
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Our What‟s On page has a host of events
and important dates for you to save to your
diary (or iCalender), so get involved!

With the stress of exam season looming, we decided
to look at why Puppy Days have become so popular
and if they really are good for your mental wellbeing.
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This month‟s back page we‟ve chosen to feature
one of our RUSU members of staff, Campaigns
and Inclusion Coordinator, Eleanor, who tells us
about her likes and loves.
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Meet the team
Education Officer Hi!
Welcome back from Easter!
I hope you all had a thoroughly relaxing and enjoyable time off! The return to
Reading brings my last term with you before my time in the role as your
Education Officer is over. I‟m working hard at the minute to complete my
manifesto and I‟ve just written my two papers which propose improvements to
the current ECF process. I would like the ability for those with long-term
disabilities or illnesses to have one piece of evidence which covers all ECFs for
the year and I would also like the ability for all students to self-certify once per
year. Read more in my big update on p7. Exam season is here! So I should
probably share some really positive news; the introduction of over 120 new
study spaces over 6 different Halls. I‟ve now completed all of my study space
promises to you! I hope this helps alleviate some of the pressure in the run up
to exam season and all the very best of luck!

Ed White, RUSU Education Officer

Emily Bartholomew, Academic Representation Coordinator
Hello everyone and a happy Easter! It‟s great to be back and lots of exciting things
have been taking place in RUSU right now including the first Puppy Day,
organised by RUSU President Tristan Spencer! Find out more about the Puppy
Day and the science behind why they‟re called man‟s best friend on p16 –
(complete with adorable pics). I‟m also really excited to say that the annual
Academic Rep Impact survey has gone live – we‟ve had some golden feedback so
far, so please do continue to fill it in! You know you wanna win that River Thames
dining cruise for you and your bestie… It‟s easy, follow the link on p5 . Otherwise,
the Rep team will be working hard on the upcoming T&L Showcase! We are so
proud of both the winners, nominees and students who took their time to make the
Excellence Awards a HUGE success!

Hannah Smithson, Academic Representation Manager
Easter seems to have come and gone super quickly and we now find ourselves
in the summer term already – the sun is starting to poke through! We spent
most of spring organising the Excellence Awards and now we‟re gearing up for
the RUSU Partnership in Teaching and Learning Showcase, which truly
celebrates „partnership‟ in all senses of the word . After receiving 492
nominations we share a few of the wonderful examples of best practice in T&L
in our feature on p18 as a nod to these awards. Meanwhile, RUSU President
Tristan Spencer reviews the recent NUS conference he attended in Glasgow
on p13. There are some important events coming up in the RUSU calendar;
including Periodic Review training for Reps and more opportunities for you to
get involved in extra-curricular activities. Flick to our What‟s On pages p11&12
to make sure you don‟t miss out…
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Your Say
Check out what other reps are saying about their experiences
and share your stories with us by getting in touch…
“I suggested several changes for next year‟s part 1 students for Welcome Week
including a time-slot at the start of the day for all students to meet each other; a rough
outline of a time table as well as a list of deadlines for everyone to get an idea of what
their term will look like, even if this information is not yet set in stone. I feel like that will
put students more at ease, as many of us felt anxious at the start of the term because
there were a lot of unknowns with regard to who was on our course, what our timetable
would be like and how many assignments or exams we could expect.”
Anonymous feedback from Autumn Impact Survey 2017/18

…………………………….
“I am a people person and
tend to find that people
open up to me. I like to
stand up for the little guy
and wanted to make a
difference to improve the
student experience.”
…………………………...
“I am passionate about the
subject I stood for and
wanted to be in a position
where I felt I could make
positive changes for
students on my course, in
addition to helping the
department as a whole.
…………………………….
“I like supporting
students on my course
and pushing myself out
of my comfort zone by
trying something new.”
…………………………….
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GO ONLINE RUSU.CO.UK/SURVEYS/138

Photo credits Flickr: James Westby, Paul Hudson, Beth & Eduardo Melon

WIN!

A RIVER THAMES DINNER CRUISE
FOR TWO

Fill out our impact survey and be in with a chance
of winning a two course meal on a River Thames
cruise in the capital!

We‟re inviting you to take some
time out to fill in our annual impact
survey to give us your feedback
on your experience of being a Rep
this year. After all we exist to
provide a quality experience for
our Reps, so this is your chance to
let us know how we could improve
and make every year better than
the last. And if you answer our
questions you will be given the
chance to win a fun filled day out
in London including a majestic
River Thames dining experience
for two. Totally on us!
THE PRIZE
We all know how important it is to
make time to socialise, relax and
do things for you, especially in
light of busy and stressful times
like exam period. That‟s why we
want to give one of our Reps a
special treat to do exactly that.
Assignments aside, we‟re offering
a day time cruise on the famous
River Thames for you and a friend
to float your worries away!

The River Thames is the longest river
in England and stretches through
most of London, meaning that during
your dining experience you can revel
in the visual delights of its landmarks:
the Houses of Parliament, the Tower
of London, Big Ben and the London
Eye. Kick back and enjoy being
waited on whilst you take in Britain‟s
historic and vibrant capital. Do this all
whilst escaping the hustle and bustle
of the crowds, indulging in the
moment on the water with a loved
one. Imagine how good that iconic
Insta selfie at sunset on the river
will be!
THE PLACE
London is regarded as one of the
world‟s cultural capitals, if not the
world‟s best city (according to
bestcities.org). London is awash with
thousands of bars, shops, museums,
galleries and parks‟, meaning it

makes for the perfect day out for
people of all ages and interests. A
number of the attractions in
London can be enjoyed free of
charge, so it‟s perfect if you‟re a
bit strapped for cash. Why not
expand your mind by paying a visit
to the Natural History Museum or
chill out with a book in Hyde Park.
Either way you will never be short
of something to do in London, and
it doesn‟t have to break the bank!
TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
This giveaway is open to all student RUSU members
aged 18 or over, excluding employees of the organisation
or their families. It cannot be exchanged for cash, or
replaced if lost or damaged. Your voucher is valid for ten
months, for two people. This experience is available
Monday to Fridays only, September to June. Exclusion
dates are as follows: 1st January, 14th February, 11th
March 2018, Easter weekend, 17th June and 25th
December. There is no minimum age. Boarding
commences at 11.30am at Tower Pier; the boat leaves at
11.45am and returns to Tower Pier at 13.30pm. This
voucher cannot be extended. The boat must keep to a
strict timetable and so latecomers will be unable to board
the vessel. Please note a reduced service may operate
during the winter. All dates are subject to availability.
One entry per person. Excludes travel to London.
CLOSING DATE: 18th May 2018
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A big update on
big things
WORDS BY ED WHITE

I‟m aware that I‟m not the best at posting on my social
feeds regularly (I‟m trying to more!) and that I‟ve done a
lot of work that I haven‟t really told people about so I
wanted to give a big summary of some key things that are
either heading your way soon, or even better, available
now!

Study Space
This week I went to the grand opening of study spaces in
halls. I came up with this idea when I started last June
and it was great to see the opening of over 120 new
spaces across 6 halls. I‟m really proud to say that I have
now completed all my promises to you relating to study
space:






Study spaces in halls
Study space map
Improvements to free room finder
Extended opening of Chancellors + Eat at the Square
Funding approved for RUSU‟s second study, the
„Study 2.0‟ confirmed

Exam feedback
I said I‟d make it happen and it‟s coming! A trial with 6 Schools/Departments begins this year and I‟m hopeful
there will be a full roll-out next year!

15 Day Turnaround
On my manifesto I promised to implement compensation scheme for each day work wasn‟t returned within 15
days. At the start of the year it was clear from meetings that the University would not be willing to fund or adopt
this whatsoever and knowing this would take a lot of time and effort to which was unlikely to yield results I
decided to focus on my other promises and priorities, so basically, I‟m sorry I couldn‟t bring this in within my
time. I have however been working on lobbying for improvements to the quality of feedback and working with
the University to review assessment and amend it as necessary to ensure they can mark it to a high quality
within the 15-day rule.

Free Printing
I promised you I would bring free printing to RUSU. We currently have two free printers within our Study and
these are being used really well. I‟m looking at expanding provision across the campus into University buildings
too and will see what I can do before my post ends!
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FEATURE

The Library
I promised I would create a faster way
to request resources for the library
and make it easier to find help. Here it
ishttps://www.reading.ac.uk/library/cont
act/lib-getting-items.aspx
Crucially, it brings all the places to
find resources into one simple space.

I‟ve also lobbied for the acceleration
of library works and the Ground and
1st Floor are currently confirmed as
opening this September.
Photo credit: Kevin Wong on Flickr

Preventing Teaching Beyond 6PM
You told me about a number of incidences where teaching had been beyond 6PM and how concerned you were
by this. I wrote a new policy and worked with the University to get this agreed and implemented. The new policy
builds upon the existing Keeping Wednesday Afternoons Free (KWAF) policy and brings this together with new
rules regarding teaching beyond 6PM. This is now called the Guidance note on teaching during the working
week.
The policy was approved at the University Board for Teaching and Learning in January 2018, so if you believe
you have not been consulted and are being taught beyond 6PM, please let me know and I will notify any cases
of non-compliance back to UBTL for action to be taken.

Personal Capture
Personal capture is where a lecturer records video and/or audio content which is then accessible online and
used to aid students learning. An example of Personal Capture is a screencast.
Personal Capture is typically used for shorter videos and is often used to provide supplementary information
before or after a lecture. This can help you better prepare for a lecture or seminar and it can also help resolve
areas of common difficulty after a lecture has occurred with follow-up material. Many lecturers already use this
technology but are held back by upload and storage limits. A wider roll out of this technology is now taking place
after I helped to get funding approved from the University and RUSU‟s annual £1 Million Capital Fund. This
money will help ensure there is adequate software and hardware for all staff and help to eliminate any issues
which currently inhibiting staff‟s ability to create content.
I‟m currently working with the University to roll the project out and pushing for this to be in place for the start of
the next academic year.
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FEATURE

Photo credit: James F Clay on Flickr

Transparency
You asked me to create an office hour and I did. I hold a weekly drop in on Mondays 1-2 which is in
addition to your ability to book to see me or get in contact via email/phone. I hope this has helped.

Personal Tutor Reforms
Changes are coming! I‟ve been part of the project team working on improving and reforming the system so
you get a better and more consistent experience. I‟m delighted to say from next year Academic Tutors will
replace Personal Tutors and there will also be 6 new Welfare Officers to help you in times of need. This is
huge win for students and one I‟m particularly proud to have helped work on.

ECF‟s
You wanted to be able to complete ECF‟s
online and I worked hard at the start of the
year with the EMA team to make this happen.
You can now complete them online!
I listened to your feedback about the current
ECF system and have been working on
getting two reforms to the policy agreed. This
isn‟t complete yet, hence the orange, but I‟m
hoping it will be approved.
1.

2.

If you have any question
about any of the information
here, please do get in touch
and I’d be very happy to give
you more info!
educationofficer@rusu.co.uk
@RUSU_Education
https://www.facebook.com/R
USU.EdOfficer

To Improve the procedure for those with long term disabilities or
illnesses I‟ve written a proposal to request a better system which
would give students with long term conditions evidence which covers
all assignments for one year preventing the need to gain and submit
evidence each time for exactly the same condition. I‟ve also written
another paper requesting that all students are given the ability to
self-certify once per year and be given a 1-week extension.
I‟ve also written another paper requesting that all students are given
the ability to self-certify once per year and be given a 1-week
extension.
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What’s On?
Thursday

8th

RUSU Says Relax is back for 2018!
RUSU Says Relax is our annual destress campaign where we encourage
you to take a well-deserved break from
revision and focus on your physical
and mental wellbeing. This year will
see the return of the very popular
Mobile Zoo as well as some exciting
new events such as the Chill & Grill
BBQ, procrasti-knitting, and a free
meditation session. Keep an eye out
for your Welfare Officer Rose Lennon
around campus every morning during
term as she gives out free encouragemints and pick up a copy of the RUSU
Says Relax booklet and exam guide.
For a full list of what’s on, check out
www.rusu.co.uk/rususaysrelax and get
involved!

March

If you‟re feeling particularly worried about your exams you might find it useful to speak to a RUSU Academic Adviser for
free, confidential, independent and non-judgemental advice. The RUSU Advice Service offers academic, money and
housing advice and runs drop-in sessions daily from Monday to Friday during term-time in RUSU, however if you want to
specifically see an Academic Adviser during drop-in, try to come on a Tuesday during Summer Term (from 17/04/18 –
05/06/18 subject to availability of the relevant adviser). If you can‟t make it to a drop-in session, you can also phone 0118
378 4100 or email advice@rusu.co.uk and ask to book an appointment with an Academic Adviser.
Photo credit: KMo Foto on Flickr

Drop in to see an Academic Adviser on:
• Tuesday 17th April: 11:00 – 13:30
• Tuesday 24th April: 11:00 – 13:30
• Tuesday 1st May: 11:00 – 13:30
• Tuesday 8th May: 11:00 – 13:30
• Tuesday 15th May: 11:00 – 13:30
• Tuesday 22nd May: 11:00 – 13:30
• Tuesday 29th May: 11:00 – 13:30
• Tuesday 5th June: 11:00 – 13:30

Useful exam
guidance link:
https://www.ru
su.co.uk/page
assets/advice/
academic_adv
ice/preparingfor-exams.pdf
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What’s On?

University of Reading Careers are looking for 5 or 6 volunteers to help them understand how students at the
University of Reading use and view My Jobs Online. They are particularly interested in the students’ perspective of
how well it works for them, whether they find it easy to use or any barriers to its useability.
A student discussion group will be taking place on:

Wednesday 2nd May between 1-5pm &
Wednesday 9th May between 3-5pm
Students will be asked to have the system open in front of them and work as a group to suggest any changes that
they think may be useful.
A range of years, courses and at least 1 student who has never used the system before are welcome. If students
are able to bring their own laptops to the session this would be very helpful but can work around this if not.

Refreshments provided.

SIGN UP TODAY:
Periodic Review Training will be taking place in the RUSU Boardroom TWAB1 on the 25 th April 11:30-2pm
and 2:30-5pm or 26th April from 12-2pm - Refreshments Provided.
Sign up to a session on
this Doodle poll link https://doodle.com/poll/vg3pwz7rt2mkmyyh
Deadline for sign ups is Monday 23rd April at 12pm
Are you a School Representative or a Course Representative in Part 2 onwards? RUSU and UoR are looking to recruit
student representative panellists to sit on Periodic Reviews for Archaeology and Henley Business School this term.
To be eligible to apply you:
• must not be a student of the School under review or from a cognate area and
• should not normally undertake more than one Periodic Review in a session
• should not be a PhD student
• must have attended RUSU Periodic Review training
All taught programmes at the University undertake an in-depth review at least every six years to ensure the continuing
quality of the degrees and the student learning experience and to suggest future enhancements. This process is called
Periodic Review and the reviewing panel comprises internal and external academic staff with a student panellist to
represent the student view. The University wishes to identify student members for its Periodic Review panels to be held
in the forthcoming academic year.
*Once student representatives are trained by RUSU the School and Course Reps are asked to nominate themselves for
the role of student panellist. A student panellist for each Periodic Review will then be appointed from this self-selected
group by the relevant Teaching and Learning Dean in consultation with CQSD and the Students’ Union, in accordance
with the selection criteria.*
SALARY as a student panellist for Periodic Review if chosen: £450
"The OIA is an independent body set up to review student complaints. We're
visiting Reading Students' Union on:

Wednesday 16 May 2018 at 12:30-2pm
We're looking for students who will be available to attend an informal group
discussion starting at 12.30pm and finishing no later than 2.00pm in the RUSU
Boardroom. We want to get students' views and perspectives about a range of
issues and themes we're interested in. From gauging awareness and
understanding of the OIA scheme and remit, to exploring potential barriers to
individual students making complaints. The session is informal but important
because it helps us improve our service and communication.”

Refreshments and lunch provided.
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WORDS BY TRISTAN SPENCER

On Monday 26

th

March, five
delegates from Reading took the
seven hour train up to rainy Glasgow
for NUS‟ National Conference. NUS
is the National Union for Students
and whilst they hold many
conferences throughout the year, the
annual National Conference is
particularly important as it is the
principal policy-making event and
includes the elections for NUS‟
National Officers. A delegate‟s job is
to contribute to this policy making
and election on behalf of their
students‟ union.

There has been some scepticism in recent years about the value of the NUS
and the dynamics of the organisation. National student publications such as
the Tab, as well as national media outlets, have written many articles
questioning the relevance of the organisation. In 2017, 11 students‟ unions
held disaffiliation referendums over dysfunction within the organisation and
controversy surrounding the then National President, Malia Bouattia.
Loughborough, Newcastle, Hull and Lincoln students‟ unions all disaffiliated
while the others voted to remain affiliated.
Whilst this scepticism exists, no one can deny that the scale of NUS‟
National Conference is impressive. National Officers and NUS officials
repeated proudly (and rightly so) that this event is indisputably the world‟s
largest congregation of student democracy - and the event was by all means
inspiring. Over 1000 delegates from Higher Education and Further
Education institutions from all over the UK congregated to make NUS policy,
elect their leaders, listen to key note speeches and attend fringe workshops.
Indeed, I was glad to be a part of an event that has the potential to create
huge political influence in the UK.

Throughout the three days, policies were debated and passed by the conference floor. These policies are motions
submitted by student unions or NUS national officers and are split up into five zones for clarity: (Priority zone,
Education zone, Union Development zone, Welfare Zone and Society and Citizenship Zone). The Priority zone policy
involved taking a stance to ensure students have enough money to live off whilst studying and came of the back of
NUS‟ Poverty Commission, which looked at how Student Finance was failing a lot of students. Other policies passed
included tackling the black attainment gap and ensuring grassroot campaigns for mental health and ending single
use plastics to help save the environment.
National President, Shakira
Martin was re-elected into her
position in a convincing victory
despite some scepticism from
some parts of the student
movement. Vice-President
Education, Amatey Doku
produced a rousing speech
against Brexit and inherent white
bias in curriculums (managing to
get both Black Panther and Big
Shaq quotes in whilst doing so)
and was also re-elected. VicePresident Union Development,
Ali Milani was also re-elected
continuing his theme of
improving the relationship
between the NUS and its
members. Eva Jory won VicePresident Welfare, beating
incumbent Izzy Lenga;
Newcomer Zamzam Ibrahim beat
also newcomer Abdi Duale to the
Vice-President Society and
Citizenship role.

Check out National
President Shakira
Martin speaking to
NUS after she was reelected
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?time_continu
e=10&v=JlvgGssUZCk
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FEATURE

NUS Vice President (Further Education), Emily Chapman
Photo Credit nusconnect.org.uk

A major theme at this year‟s conference
was not the politics the movement should
be pushing but of the politics within the
internal environment of the organisation
itself. Scrutiny of the “toxic” nature of the
organisation was central to Shakira Martin‟s
opening and closing speeches. Indeed, a
number of candidates made references to
bettering the internal dynamics of the
organisation. This was supported by
conversations with other delegates that I
had and it was clear there was a stark
awareness of how political, intense, and in
some cases abusive, the NUS could be
and a desire to change that.

Further to the political instability, a number of delegates believe that operationally the NUS could be much better.
Within a floor discussion I had, it became clear that an hour or two for discussing zones was not enough. Many
important motions which should be debated at NUS conference were in fact not due to time constraint, and many
delegates –including myself - believe that NUS conference needs to be extended in order to better increase its
effectiveness.
This particular issue was
highlighted by an occupation from
delegates on the second day. Much
of conference was put on hold for
the second day as an occupation of
the conference stage by some
students held up proceedings. The
students were protesting that
conference (and the chair) had
allocated too much time to the
Welfare zone on debating the
mental health motion, and that it
had not left anytime to pass policy
on supporting Northern Ireland
students in their legal abortion
campaign, or on a policy concerning
sex workers‟ rights. This incident
was eventually resolved by an
agreement to hold a special
National Executive Council meeting
to debate and pass these policies in
the next week.

“To conclude however, the NUS has such great potential to become an even stronger
political force. There is toxicity within the movement, but this does not outweigh the good
the NUS does for students, nor take away from the enjoyment, fascination and knowledge
of the fact you are contributing to a better world. As Ali Milani alluded to, the NUS may
fight amongst themselves, but in the end, the organisation is one big family all here to
better students‟ lives.”
14
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FEATURE

Puppy
Power
Why we love it
Is there any better feeling than cuddling into a massive squishy ball of fluff when
you‟re feeling stressed? I think not! It‟s for exactly that reason that RUSU held the
first of many „puppy days‟ in collaboration with University Cribs on the 21st of
March in the hopes to combat deadline, exam and money worries…

16

Photo credit: Soggydan Benenovitch on Flickr

WORDS BY EMILY BARTHOLOMEW

FEATURE
To no one‟s surprise, the event was a
huge success with over 60 students
flocking to RUSU to get their dose of
puppy love. Students were clearly
feeling de-stressed as well. Grace
Martin, a second year UoR student,
tells us “it really had a positive effect
on my mood as who can be moody
when you have six little French Bull
Dog pups running all over you! I would
urge more people to have a go and
come along to the days as it really is
just a bit of fun”. It‟s true, it was
impossible for anyone to be grumpy in
that environment - the pups just came
and had a mind calming effect on
everyone involved.
As a nation we seem to be obsessed
with dogs, me included. But what
exactly is it about them that leaves
(most) of us feeling totally mellowed,
erupting into a chorus of “awww”?
Well, science can explain. Statistics
it really had a positive effect on my mood as who can be moody
show that our four legged friends can
act as an antidote to anxiety and
when you have six little French Bull Dog pups running all over
loneliness. They are a call to exercise,
you! I would urge more people to have a go and come along to
triggering the release of endorphins
the days as it really is just a bit of fun.”
and overall improvement in health.
They are protectors who make us
feel safe, and foster and feeling
OVER 60 STUDENTS
us for our fellow human
ATTENDED THE
beings too.
FIRST PUPPY
DAY…WATCH THIS
SPACE FOR MORE
INFO. ABOUT THE
NEXT…

“

Personally, I love the loyal nature of dogs.
When I‟m around my dog, I feel a sense of
appreciation, love and uplifting responsibility
(unless he‟s rolling in mud)! I‟ve never been
greeted so ecstatically by anyone in my life so
much as my pooch – and every time it‟s the
same. The impact on my wellbeing is immense
and completely backs up the scientific claims.
It‟s for these reasons I think everyone should
have access to a dog on a regular basis!
Here‟s to more puppy days in the future…
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partnership
IN TEACHING & LEARNING…

FEATURE

Last year‟s RUSU Partnership in Teaching and Learning Showcase was a huge success and as
we‟ve been planning for this year‟s event (which is one of the highlights in the RUSU Academic
Rep calendar), we‟ve read hundreds of inspiring comments from students of nominations for
outstanding teaching staff and student Reps at UoR. „Partnership‟ continues to be a very
important theme as we navigate new territory in British Education, and this feature is a nod to all
the best practice that staff and students achieve together. We‟ve gathered just some of the
testimonials for nominees from 492 nominations in this years Excellence Awards…

Philippa Cranwell – “Dr. Cranwell is always eager to
collaborate with students to improve the learning experience.
She listens to students‟ suggestions and implements them.
She‟s constantly innovating and improving teaching methods,
making her lectures simple to understand yet very
comprehensive. She has an enthusiastic approach when
delivering lectures which is contagious and encourages
interest in the subject. Dr. Cranwell gives challenging tasks
(starting from first year) but at the same time gives full
support and feedback if and when necessary – she is very
responsive and willing to help. Because of this passion,
support, collaboration and challenging style that she provides,
my interest and understanding of the subject has excelled to
much higher level”.

Richa Patil – Course Rep –
“She has made my academic
experience much better as
she has worked on students
integration that is a really
difficult task since most of the
students come from different
countries and backgrounds.
She continuously asks about
the student's perception of
the university and lectures,
and transmits the ideas to the
university with splendid
feedback”
18

Lucy Jefferey –
“Lucy Jeffery always has fantastic seminars where everyone feels comfortable
talking and voicing their opinions. She genuinely cares for all of her students
and is good at giving individual support. The relaxed atmosphere in her
seminars also leads to learning feeling less stressful and more fun, even
though we still go through everything thoroughly. She is a lecturer you always
look forward to having”.

Rachel Mairs –
“Rachel is
always working
to make a
change in the
world, no
matter how
small. She is
an advocate
for justice,
integration,
representation
and
inclusiveness”.

Graham Holloway –
“I've received outstanding on going and inspiring support
throughout my 4 year Bsc. 100% availability and 100%
encouragement!”

Gerry Leonidas
“Gerry has been instrumental in my
decision to pursue a PhD. He has been
an excellent supervisor, taking a
personal interest that goes beyond
academia. Gerry is open minded,
encouraging and strikes a balance in the
way he looks at things academically and
drawing the line practically. His multifaceted personality is inspiring”.
19

“This too shall pass”

Favourite place you’ve
travelled to? Geiranger,
Norway
Soundtrack to my life…
Seabird by the Alessi Brothers

Sharing a
coffee with…
Eleanor Warner

What is your biggest achievement?
Getting my masters, I really struggled as an undergrad so never thought I‟d
get a masters.
Most inspiring read?
The First Fifteen Lives of Harry August by Claire North

Early bird or night owl?
Have you got a flair for painting?
Neither
My friends would describe me as…
Are you good with a camera?
Beach or mountains?
Perpetually late
Well Doyin, our BME Officer, is
Both
currently running a Diversity Art
By train or plane?
Competition, with the first prize
Guilty pleasure?
Plane
being afternoon tea for two in
Novelty Chocolate
Essay or presentation?
London. If you‟re creative, this is
Presentation
a competition not to be missed.
What excites you at the moment?
The theme is yours to interpret
Mojo’s Bar or Mondial?
Sims 4 Laundry Day Expansion
but if it‟s celebrating diversity, we
Mojo’s
want it! The deadline is the 27th
Netflix or night out?
My main goal for the next five years is… April, please submit your entries
Night out
To become fluent in another language.
to RUSU Reception with your
Kittens or puppies?
name and contact details or
Puppies
email them to
Biggest daily inspiration…
Tea or coffee?
Eleanor.warner@reading.ac.uk
Violette Szabo
Coca Cola
Apple or Android?
Which famous person from the past would you share a coffee with?
Apple
Thomas Cromwell as the degree of social mobility he achieved was
Netflix or night out?
incredible for the time.
Netflix
PSST… Get in touch to be on the back page of The Reading Rep and
answer our fun quiz questions by sharing a coffee with us (on us)!
Email academicreps@rusu.co.uk with subject The Reading Rep
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